Hi Everyone,
Welcome to my PDF of how to get the most from My Lead Gen Secret.

A lot of promoters just want you to sign up via their affiliate link in order to
get a quick commission, but that's something I don't do. What's the point in
not trying to help someone who has taken the time in ordering via your link?
In order to get involved it costs you a one time $30 fee and $30pm thereafter
whilst you remain a member.
The whole MLGS concept is simplified for you with a browser-based mailing
platform, so you DON'T need your own auto-responder for this :) You're sent
100 fresh leads per day and you can promote the MLGS system, other offers
like Warrior Plus/Clickbank or both. You also email swipes you can use to
help you promote, promo banners to promote the system itself and stats to
monitor your progress.
First Objective
To promote the system in order to get a sign-up. This gives you a bonus of 100
leads per day giving you 200 in total, so instead of 3000 you would have
6000.
Once you have your first sign-up you can ramp things up a bit, but tactics play
a part in how well you'll do with regards to selling the MLGS system and
products outwith the platform.

There are certain times of the week which are better to promote than others.
Best Times
Tuesday and Sunday Afternoon (UK Time)
OK Times
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday Afternoon (UK Time)
Worst Times
Monday and Friday All Day
I'm only basing the above on previous experiences and it probably makes
sense why folk don't respond well to sales offers on a Monday morning or
Friday afternoon. Goes without saying really …................
Value of Product Promotion
$30 - $70
The above would give you a commission of between $10 and $40. This is
taking a realistic approach and you have MUCH more chance of sales. Pay
attention to products which offer recurring commissions. This basically gives
you a monthly return whilst the customer remains a member of the product
or service.
There are people that go out all aggressive and start pushing $500, but that's
not the way to go and especially when the names aren't one's you've acquired.
They're basically cold leads.
Product Platforms
Warrior Plus (No. 1)
Clickbank
JVZoo
PayDotcom
Click2Sell
MunchEye
There are a few to choose from above and they all have their good and bad
points, but the stand out is the Warrior Plus platform, as it offers a better
product range from proven vendors and you also have to be accepted before
you can promote anything.

To join Warrior Plus click here.
Once you've registered it's time to look at the affiliate offers.

Unless it's a new product, the first thing you want to do is look at the details.
Launch Date
Sales
Conversions
Average Sale
Refund Rate
This isn't set in stone but below is what I look for before I apply to become an
affiliate. Please note. You do get rejected quite often for products which can
be seen as a good thing, but there's plenty of choice.
Product = Less than six months old
Sales = 500+
Conversions = At Least 10%
Ave Sale = At Least $10
Refund Rate = Less Than 10%
You don't have to follow the above criteria religiously, I'm just giving you an

idea of what to look in order to give you a confident foothold in to the Warrior
Plus marketplace.
Once you found a product(s) you need to send the vendor an approval
request. The screenshot below shows you what it should look like.

After that it will take you a drop-down menu like the screenshot below. It's
important to register your Paypal account in order to let the vendor know hw
you'd like to be paid. If you're new to the platform then, use the request notes
to let the vendor know this and that you're keen to promote their item, as it
looks great and you have a healthy list of names.

Like most things in life, finding the correct path can be an arduous process
but if you follow the above within reason then, you should get sales from this.
If you haven't already signed up for the MLGS system you can click here.
Kind Regards
Mark Boyle
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